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G R I EG D C B L A NA R J B L AEvidencethat the behaviorsin the MouseDefense Test Battery
relate to dzflerentemotionalstates:A factor analyticstudy.P HB E6 1 1 1 9Mouse Defense
Test Battery (MDTB) has been designed to investigate defensive responses of Swiss-Webster mice confronted with a natural
threat, a rat. These behaviors include flight, avoidance, defensive threat/attack reactions, and risk assessment activities. In the
present study, a factor analysis was used to examine potential relationships between these behavioral responses. Five independent
Factors were extracted from the 17 parameters obtained in the MDTB. Both Factor 1 and Factor 2 include cognitive aspects of
defensive behaviors that appear to be related to the process of acquiring and analyzing information in the presence of tbreatful
stimuli (i.e., risk assessment). Flight/avoidance responses heavily loaded on Factor 3 and to a lesser extent on Factor 4. Several
defensive threat/attack reactions(i.e., upright postures and biting) highly loaded on Factor 4 and biting also loaded on Factor 3.
Finally, the variables that loaded highly on Factor 5 were the number of wall rearings and climbings following the removal of the
rat and the immobility time when the subject was trapped in a straight alley. Although the meaning of this latter Factor is not
clear at present, Factors 1 to 4 seemingly relate to anxiety. Taken together with recent drug findings from the MDTB, the present
analysis further supports the idea that this modeI provides measures that reflect different aspects of anxiety. CopyrightO 1996
Elsevier ScienceInc.
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THE rodent defense test battery measures a full range of specific
defensive behaviors either to a discrete, highly discrirninable, and
present threat source (e.g., a cat or a rat) or to situations closely
associated with the potential for danger but not presenting a dis-
crete, clearly dangerous, stimulus. Primary measures taken com-
prise escape attempts, freezing, risk assessment (RA), defensive
sonic vocalization and attack, and flight. The battery has been val-
idated for use in rats (6) and in mice ( 11,13). In light of the
suggestion that the defensive behaviors of lower mamrrrals con-
stitute a significant model for understanding human emotional dis-
orders (3,5), several studies demonstrated that defense reactions
were bidirectionally sensitive to pharmacological manipulations
designed to modulate anxiety-related responses (for reviews, see
7,15). For instance, Blrmchmd and collaborators (7), using labo-
ratory as well as wild rats, demonstrated that benzodiazepines
(BZ) (diazepam, chlordiazepoxide, rnidazolam), 5-HTIAreceptor
ligarrds (buspirone, gepirone, 8-OH-DPAT) and rdcohol produce
a profile of effects primarily involving RA activities and defensive
tbreat/attack responses. Several recent experiments using the mu-
rine defense test battery (MDTB ) confirmed that defense reactions

may be of particular interest for studying potential anxiety-mod-
ulating properties of psychoactive drugs ( 10– 13). Moreover, find-
ings from the latter studies showed that, although anxiolytics gen-
erally reduced the level of defensiveness, some dissimilarities in
drug action were observed depending on the class of compounds
used. As an illustration, BZ receptor agonists (chlordiazepoxide,
Ro 19-8022) and 5-HTl~ receptor ligands (gepirone, 8-OH-
DPAT) showed a clear separation of which RA behaviors were
affected, with BZ reducing RA to an approaching rat, and the 5-
HT compounds reduced RA, again to the rat, but only when the
subject was trapped in a straight alley with the rat remaining at a
constant distance. Moreover, tests with panicolytics (alprazolam,
imipramine, and fluoxetine) indicated that these reduced flight re-
actions ( 10,12), which generally were not altered by drugs used
in the clinical management of generalized anxiety disorders (chlor-
diazepoxide, gepirone) ( 11,13). These latter drugs mainly reduced
RA responses, activities that were little affected by prmicolytic
compounds.

These behavioral commonalities and dissimilarities suggest
that particular patterns of drug effects may map rather precisely
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onto the target symptoms for specific psychopathologies. There-
fore, the relationships between the variety of responses measured
in the defense test battery become an important issue. Do these
different responses provide different measures of the same state,
or do they measure ‘distinct states of defensiveness, fear, or anx-
iety? This question can be approached using a factor analysis of
the various behavioral defense reactions observed in the battery.

Factor analyses are commonly used to describe the relation-
ship between different variables and, consequently, to identify
specific indices or Factors such as anxiety and locomotor activity.
The analysis can be conducted either on the behavioral responses
measured within a single test, or with parameters from several
tests. In a study using mice, Lister ( 14) subjected the scores from
the elevated plus-maze to a factor analysis. He isolated three
independent Factors: the first related to anxiety, the second re-
flecting exploration, and the third motor activity. More recently,
two studies (8,16) demonstrated that the addition of a range of
ethological-based measures to the elevated plus-maze yielded ad-
ditional Factors. Among these, several were thought to represent
RA. Finally, File (9) and Belzung et al. ( 1,2) revealed that pa-
rameters recorded in several anxiety models (e.g., elevated plus-
maze, social interaction, hole-board, Vogel conflict, light/dark,
and free-exploration) produced distinct anxiety Factors, thereby
indicating that they reflect different emotional states.

In the present study, the application of a factor analytical tech-
nique was used to examine potential relationships between the
behavioral responses recorded in the MDTB.

M E T

Animals

The subjects were 80 naive male Swiss-Webster mice ob-
tained from Simonsen Laboratories (CA), 60–75 days old at the
beginning of the experiment, and 5 male Long Evans rats (400–
500 g) bred in the laboratory. Prior to experimental testing, they
were housed singly during 1 week in a standard cage (mice: 30
X 20 X 14 cm; rats: 44 X 30 X 20 cm) containing a constant
supply of food pellets and water. All animals were maintained
under standard laboratory conditions (21 –23”C) and kept on a
12-h light/dark cycle with light onset at 0600 h.

A p

The test was conducted in an oval runway, 0.40 m wide, 0.30
m high, and 4.4 m in total length, consisting of 2 2-m straight
segments joined by 2 0.4-m curved segments and separated by a
median wall (2.0 X 0.30 X 0.06). The apparatus was elevated
to a height of 0.80 m from the floor to enable the experimenter
to easily hold the rat, while minimizing the mouse’s visual con-
tact with him. All parts of the apparatus were made of black
Plexiglas. The floor was marked every 20 cm to facilitate distance
measurement. Activity was recorded with videocameras mounted
above the apparatus. Twelve to fifteen mice were stressed by the
same rat. The experiments were performed under red light be-
tween 0900 and 1400 h.

halation just before the experiment was started) was introduced
into the runway and brought up to the subject at a speed of ap-
proximately 0.5 m/s. Approach was terminated when contact
with the subject was made or the subject ran away from the ap-
proaching rat. If the subject fled, avoidance distance (the distance
from the rat to the subject at the point of flight) was recorded.
This was repeated 5 times and mean values of avoidance distance
and frequency were calculated.

Chase test ( 7 t 8 The hand-held rat was brought up to
the subject at a speed of approximately 2.0 m/s. The following
parameters were recorded: Flight speed (measured when the sub-
ject is running straight), number of stops (pause in movement),
orientations (subject stops, then orients the head toward the rat)
and reversals (subject stops, then runs in the opposite direction).

Straight alley test (rein 9 to 11). The runway was then con-
verted to a straight alley by the closing of a door at one end.
Three approaches, 15 s each, terminating respectively at 1.20,
0.80, and 0.40 m were made by the hand-held rat toward the
subject in this inescapable runway. Measures taken included im-
mobility time, closest distance between the subject and the rat,
and the number of approaches/withdrawals (subject must move
more than 0.2 m forward from the closed door, then return to it).
Finally, the expenmenterbrought the rat up to contact the subject.
For each such contact, bites, vocalizations, upright postures, and
jump attacks by the subjects were noted. This was repeated 3
times and mean values for each response were calculated.

Posttest: Contextual Defense

Immediately after the straight alley test, the rat was removed
and the doors were opened. Line crossings, wall rears, wall
climbs, and jump escapes were recorded during a 3-rein session
(rein 12 to 14).

Statistics

A principal component solution and an orthogonal rotation
(varimax) of the factor matrix were employed to analyze the
data, so that the factors isolated were independent of each other.
The Cattell Scree test was additionally used to identify the factor

TABLE 1
B ED IB M I T M

D ET B

M 3 S

Avoidance distance (cm)
Avoidance frequency
Flight speed (m/s)
Reversals
Head orientations
stops
Approaches/withdrawals
Closest distance between animals (cm)

114.3 f 4.09
4.39 * 0.13
1.08 t 0.03
2.21 f 0.27
3.84 * 0.34

10.71 f 0.52
3.49 * 0.19

109.1 t 5.62

Procedure
Immobility/freezing (s) 6.16 ~ 0.81
Vocalizations 2.88 * 0.06

Pretest: 3-rein familiarization period. The subjects were in- Upright postures 2.50 A 0.08

dividually placed into the runway for a 3-rein period to allow Bitings 2.84 t 0.07

them to familiarize with the apparatus. Jump attacks 1.34 t 0.12
Line crossings 162.7 t 3.57

Reactions to the Rat Rearings 7.41 t 0.55
Wall climbings

Rat avoidance test (rein 4 to 6). Immediately after the 3-rein
15.19 * 0.81

Jump escapes
familiarization period, a hand-held dead rat (killed by C02 in-

2.15 t 0.38
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pattern matrix. The factor loading for each behavioral measure
provides an estimate of how well that parameter reflects a partic-
ular variable; thus, a value of 1.00 represents a perfect (negative
or positive) correlation and a loading of less than 0.40 suggests
that a particular parameter is a poor measure of a variable. Con-
sequently, only loadings greater than 0.40 are reported.

R E S

Behavioral Pro~le

Table 1 presents the mean value of each parameter recorded
in the MDTB. In the rat avoidance test, subjects showed a clear
pattern of flight responses. Of 5 approaches, avoidance reactions
occurred predominantly (88% ) with an average avoidance dis-
tance of 114 cm. During the chase test, mice often interrupted
their flight (mean about 10 stops); occasionally oriented toward
the oncoming rat (mean about 4 orientations); and sometimes
reversed to run in the opposite direction (mean about 2 rever-
sals). When trapped in one part of the runway, subjects displayed
a high level of activity (86’%) that mainly occurred far from the
rat because they stayed distant from the threatening stimulus ( 110
cm) and because the frequency of approaches toward the rat fol-
lowed by withdrawal responses were rather low (mean about 3
approaches/withdrawals ). Upon forced contact, the defense re-
actions rank order was as follow: vocalizations (96?10)= bitings
(95%) > upright postures (83%) > jump attacks (44%). Fi-
nally, when the rat was removed, the subjects’ activity mainly
consisted of horizontal ambulation (87%). Wall climbing rep-
resented the main vertical activity ( 8Y0), followed by wall rear-
ings ( 4and jump escapes ( 1?’0).

Factor Analysis

The correlations between the different behavioral measures
are given in Table 2. Seven Factors emerged from the analysis
corresponding to those with eigenvalues greater than 1 and these
accounted for 75.97% of the variance (Table 3). Each behavioral
index loaded on one or another of the 7 Factors. Among these
Factors, 5 clearly emerged, accounting for 62.96% of the total
variance (Table 4). Factors 6 and 7 showed loadings for only
one variable each (i.e., number of avoidances and line crossings,
respectively ) and were therefore not considered in the analysis.
With the exception of the number of jump attacks, variables that
saturated Factor 1 were all related to RA activities (i.e., number
of reversals, orientations, stops, and approaches/withdrawals).
Variables with high loadings on Factor 2 were the number of line
crossings and two measures recorded during the straight alley
test (i.e., approaches/withdrawals and closest distance between
animals). Measures obtained from 4 different test situations (rat
avoidance: avoidance distance and frequency; chase: speed;
straight alley: closest distance between animals and immobility
time; forced contact: bitings) loaded very highly on Factor 3.
Two variables obtained during the forced contact test (upright
postures and bitings), avoidance frequency, and postrat jump
escapes showed a high loading on Factor 4. Finally, wall rearings
and climbings and, to a lesser extent, immobility loaded highly
on Factor 5.

DISCUSSION

It is important to know about the relationship between mea-
sures obtained in the MDTB. Most of the data currently available
stem from pharmacological analyses of each particular test phase
( 10-13). This study used a different approach. It compared the
defensive behaviors exhibited by undmgged animals in each
phase. The behavioral profile indicated that, in response to an
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TABLE 3
RANKO RE I G E

C u m u
F a c tE i g e n% T oV a rE i g eC u m7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2.75
2.43
2.08
1.81
1.64
1.13
1.08
0.80
0.73
0.65
0.50
0.39
0.28
0.26
0.20
0.16
0.12

16.16
14.29
12.21
10.68
9.62
6.63
6.38
4.70
4.30
3.81
2.95
2.29
1.67
1.51
1.16
0.95
0.69

2.75
5.18
7.25
9.07

10.70
11.83
12.91
13.71
14.44
15.09
15.59
15.98
16.27
16.52
16.72
16.88
17.00

16.16
30.45
42.66
53.34
62.96
69.59
75.97
80.66
84.96
88.77
91.72
94.01
95.68
97.20
98.36
99.31

100.00

approaching rat, mice showed active flight behavior, and when
they ranto escape the chasing ra~they frequently displayedRA
consisting of an abrupt movement arrest often followed by ori-
entation to the oncoming threat stimulus. Sometimes, a reversal
of movement to approach the rat was observed during the chase.
Furthermore, when mice were constrained in one part of the run-
way, periods of active RA, consisting of approaches to the rat,
followed by withdrawals, alternating with immobility phases
were observed. Finally, defensive threat and attack to the rat oc-
curred upon forced contact.

The present analysis indicated that the behavioral measures
taken in the MDTB are generally poorly related. Even responses
displayed in the same phases did not always correlate with each
other. It is noteworthy, for instance, that defensive vocalization

did not correlate with the defensive attack reactions (i.e., biting
and jump attack) recorded in the same test. This suggests that
defensive vocalization is unrelated to these other behaviors and
can occur independently of changes in defensive attack. Despite
weak correlations, the factor analysis indicated that the parame-
ters obtained from the MDTB contributed to 5 main Factors.
Three measures from the chase test (stops, orientations, and re-
versals) correlated with each other, and loaded negatively on
Factor 1. Thus, Factor 1 appears to primarily relate to RA. The
specificity of this is emphasized by the approach/withdrawal RA
measure, which has an opposite (positive; although borderline)
loading to that of the 3 aforementioned chase measures. RA con-
sists of various information-gathering activities that occur pri-
marily in the context of uncertainty concerning the threat char-
acteristics of the stimulus (4). Because of a potential
isomorphism between RA activities and certain key features of
generalized anxiety disorder (e.g., hypervigilance, apprehensive
expectation, and scanning), it was suggested that they may rep-
resent a pattern of responses particularly sensitive to anxiolytic
drug challenge (4). This idea was subsequently confirmed by
extensive pharmacological investigations showing that tradi-
tional (BZ) as well as novel (5-HT-related compounds) anxiol-
ytics selectively decreased these responses (7). Thus, parameters
with high loadings on Factor 1 can reasonably be interpreted as
measures of anxiety, although it is not clear at this stage why
jump attacks should load (positively), albeit less heavily, on this
Factor.

Approach/withdrawal behaviors recorded in the straight
alley test, although corresponding to RA activities, loaded heav-
ily on a different Factor than the RA responses recorded during
the chase test, thereby suggesting that they relate to a different
aspect of anxiety including approach-avoid conflict. Unlike ap-
proachlwithdrawal, which corresponds to active RA, orienta-
tions and stops in the chase/flight test mainly consist of RA
responses seen during movement arrest. Interestingly, recent
findings from the MDTB showed that BZ receptor ligands (al-
prazolam, chlordiazepoxide, Ro 19-8022, and Ro 19-4603) ex-
clusively affected RA in the chase test, and 5-HTIA receptor
ligands (8-OH-DPAT and gepirone) specifically modulated RA

TABLE 4
O R T HF AL O AF T M D ET B

F a1 F a2 F a3 F 4 F 5

Avoidance distance — — –0.51 — —

Avoidance frequency –0.52 0.45 —

Flight speed –0.55 — —

Reversals –0.73 — — — —

Head orientations –0.91 —

stops –0.78 — — —

Approaches/withdrawals 0.41 –0.76 — — —

Closest distance between animals — 0.68 –0.45
Immobility/freezing — — –0.57 — –0.43

Vocalizations — — — —

Upright postures — — — 0.65 —

Bitings — — –0.46 0.44 —

Jump attacks 0.46 — — — —

Line crossings — –0.64 — —

Rearings — — — 0.78

Wall climbings — — –0.58

Jump escapes — — 0.66 —

Loadings <0.40 have not been included.
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elicited in the straight alley situation (11–13 ). Therefore, it
seems that Factor 1 relates to a form of anxiety that is particu-
larly sensitive to BZ receptor ligands, and Factor 2 relates to
anxiety involving primarily 5-HT neurotransmission through 5-
HTl~ receptors. This view is further supported by the obser-
vation that 5-HTIA receptor agonists significantly reduced line
crossings that negatively loaded on Factor 2.

The 3 flight measures (avoidance distance and frequency
and flight speed), together with 2 responses from the straight
alley test (closest distance between animals and freezing/im-
mobility) and bitings toward the rat correlated with each other,
and highly loaded on Factor 3. Thus, an array of nonRA active
defenses have a negative loading on this Factor. The only ap-
parent exception is immobility. However, it is noteworthy that
immobility in the mouse is not like in the rat, a prevalent re-
sponse mode that interferes with active behaviors. Instead, in
the mouse, it maybe compatible with other active defenses, and
indeed may be a high tonus preparation for action because it is
very brief and is typically interspersed with active responses.
Like RA, these responses aI1have relatively straighforward par-
allels in human behavior, being seen clearly, for example, in a
situation involving conspecitic attack (5). Furthermore, previ-
ous studies with the MDTB demonstrated that flight behaviors
may be of particular interest in the modelling of panic-like re-
actions as panicolytic drug treatment specifically decreased
these responses ( 10,12). These studies also revealed that the 2
panicolytic agents imipramine and fluoxetine markedly reduced
immobility/freezing time when the mouse was trapped in a
straight alley. Finally, they demonstrated that compounds ef-
fective against generalized anxiety and panic attacks signifi-
cantly attenuated the frequency of biting the rat and potential
anxiogenic drug treatment (the BZ inverse agonist Ro 19-4603)
potentiated this response. It is therefore likely that Factor 3, like
Factors 1 and 2, relates to anxiety. However, unlike the latter,
Factor 3 reflects a more ‘‘affective’ ‘-orientated defense (5).
Similarly, parameters with high loading on Factor 4 also in-
volved very intense defense reactions that corresponded either
to flightlescape behaviors (avoidance frequency and postrat
jump escapes) or to defensive threat/attack responses (upright
posture and biting). These are obviously active nonRA de-
fenses, but it is not clear how they differ from the active nonRA
defenses of Factor 3 (except that Factor 3 has negative loadings
and this one has positive loadings). They may represent ter-
minal defenses. An alternative is to regard them as defenses to
specific threat stimuli, in that upright, biting, and avoidance are

defenses to a specific stimulus, but jump-escape treats the sit-
uation as a specific stimulus.

Finally, variables (immobility/freezing, postrat wall rearing,
and climbings) that showed moderate to high loadings on Factor
5 have in common that they all occurred in situations where there
was no oncomirrgiapproaching rat or direct contact with the
threatening stimulus, either because the rat remained at constant
distance (straight alley) or because it has been removed from the
area (posttest). Because rearing is the item that loaded most
heavily on this Factor, and this behavior was seen during con-
textual defense testing, one can consider that Factor 5 reflects
escape from an area in which danger has been recently encoun-
tered. The finding of an opposite correlation between wall climb-
ings and immobility lfreezing on one hand, and wall rearings on
the other hand, obviously reflects a shift in intensity of response
from the more intense response (i.e., wall climbing and freezing/
immobility) to a less intense one (i.e., wall rearing), and thus
suggest that Factor 5 relates to anxiety. If we take the view, fairly
well substantiated in rats, that immobility is a situational defense,
then the negative loading for immobility is compatible with the
view that this Factor represents reduced situational defensive-
ness. However, on the basis of our recent drug findings, it is
difficult to understand the meaning of this Factor, because it was
not significantly affected by any specific anxiogenic (BZ inverse
agonist) or anxiolytic (BZ agonists, 5-HTl~,2~ ligands, 5-HT
reuptake inhibitors) drug treatment, nor by very high and motor-
impairing doses of the compounds used in these studies, thereby
excluding the possibility that Factor 5 is a reliable index of motor
activity ( 10–13 ). A remaining possibility is that it relates to
behavioral processes that do not primarily involve GABA/BZ
system or 5-HT neurotransmission. Clearly, further investiga-
tions with other pharmacological agents than those used in these
studies are warranted for a better understanding of the meaning
of Factor 5.

In conclusion, the resuks of the present factor analysis sug-
gest that the behaviors scored in the MDTB may relate to dif-
ferent aspects of anxiety. Although Factor 1 and Factor 2 man-
ifestly include cognitive aspects of defensive behavior that
appear to be related to the process of acquiring and analyzing
information in the present of threatening stimuli, Factor 3 and
Factor 4 reflect more ‘‘affective’ ’-orientated defense reactions.
These findings thus confirm that the MDTB, in addition to serv-
ing as an excellent procedure for investigation of neurobehav-
ioral systems, provides an animal model for several human
emotional states.
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